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1. The re  is  a considerable volume of l i t e ra ture  on methods and 
equipment f o r  testing of objectives; nevertheless,  it appears  that most  
of these investigations did not satisfy the s t r i c t  requirements  of science.  
One group of observers  confines itself exclusively to the determination 
of "optical constants,  I '  namely, the focal length and the position of the 
principal points. They t r e a t  the lens sys tem entirely as a mathemati-  
cal form,  without taking into consideration at all the aberrat ions con- 
nected with any lens ,  o r  e l se  they consider these e r r o r s  only a n  
unwelcome disturbance in the accuracy of their  measurements .  
not wish to go into these methods in detail he re ,  but mere ly  to  bring to 
attention two e r r o r s  which a r e  frequently repeated in these measu re -  
ments .  
some  m a r k  o r  other on the "sharp" image of an  object and the second 
is the use of shor t  coll imators as a substitute fo r  an infinitely distant 
object. The danger of measuring a distance by sha rp  imaging has  been 
repeatedly shown in other qua r t e r s ,  such as in the pertinent discussions 
which Mr.  Czapski has  published in  Zeitschrift  f i i r  Instrumentenkunde. 
The e r r o r s  which can occur  through improper setting 'of coll imators 
have not been adequately taken into account, it would appear.  Various 
obse rve r s  note expressly that a "small  col l imator ' '  is a par t  of their  
optical equipment. If it is assumed that this coll imator is se t  in e r r o r  
by only 1 mm for  a 25-cm length, then an e r r o r  of 4 mm would be 




The f i r s t  is the locating of the image s i te  by the setting of 
2.  A second group of objective studies directly t e s t s  the per form-  
ance of the sys tem involved in the application for  which it is intended. 
Thus,  photographic objectives are tested by sample photographs, 
microscope sys tems by suitable tes t  specimens,  and astronomic te le  - 
scope objectives by observations of double s t a r s .  
t e s t  of the overal l  performance capability of the sys tem can never be 
dispensed with. 
of all the skil l  of the observer ,  it is  desirable  to  use,  in  addition to 
these subjective evaluations, an  objective type of study the resu l t  of 
which is given in a s e r i e s  of numbers o r  curves  which make  possible 
a sa fe  comparison with other  systems of the same  type. 
mentioned, fo r  example, that there  is grea t  uncertainty over the p e r -  
fo rmance  of the large refracting telescopes of various observator ies ;  
this could be immediately eliminated by a numerical  evaluation of the 
proper t ies  of the objectives involved. 
Of course,  this final 
Since it pr imar i ly  involves the judgment and not leas t  
It m a y  be 
It is not necessary  to go further into the benefits that  optical tech-  
nology would draw f rom the use  of exact measurements  for  m e a s u r e -  
men t  of res idual  aber ra t ion  of objectives, because Dr. Lehmann has  
a l r eady  descr ibed this in  seve ra l  publications in  Zeitschrift  fu r  
hstrumentenkunde.  In a purely commercial  sense ,  the numerical  
1 
evaluation of the propert ies  of a n  objective is very  desirable ,  because 
hitherto i t  has  not been possible in  the procurement of la rge  objectives 
to  come to agreement  with the manufacturers  on s imple and c l ea r  con- 
ditions on whose fulfillment the contract  could be made  dependent. 
Thus, f o r  example, the pertinent section in the contract  concluded with 
Alven Clark for  supply of the 36-inch objective fo r  the Lick Observa-  
tory read a s  follows: 
I 
"The definition of the glass  should in  every  respect  be not less 
than that of the 26-inch ape r tu re  objective which was supplied by Clark  
f o r  the N a v a l  Observatory i n  Washington, and the luminance in respec t  
to  absorption in the g lass  should be g rea t e r  in relation to the g rea t e r  
aper ture .  
Thus, only a lower, and obviously too low, l imit  could be es tab-  
1ished.for the performance of the objective furnished, and delivery had 
to be made dependent upon the judgment of some  observers .  
c lear ly  seen  how deficient such a process  had to  be  f o r  both par t ies ,  
and yet up to now it has  been the only one possible. If exact methods 
a r e  available fo r  measurement  of res idua l  aber ra t ion ,  then a limiting 
value f o r  the permiss ib le  e r r o r  can be ag reed  upon with the supplier 
of the objective; and af te r  the objective is finished it can be  determined 
with absolute cer ta inty whether o r  not the requirements  s e t  up have 
been met. In addition, this measurement  of the e r r o r  can  be made  
directly in  the shop; Clark  had to  se t  up a costly mount t o  t e s t  the 
36-inch lens in the sky. 
It is 
3. The first s t ep  in  establishing p rec i se  methods of this type f o r  
the measurement  of objective e r r o r s  was done by H. C. Vogel' in 1880, 
with the publication of his  method fo r  determination of chromatic  a b e r -  
ration with the a id  of the eyepiece spectroscope. 
has  generally established itself, i t  has  no longer been possible to  be in 
doubt over the position of the color curve  of an  objective. However, 
the amount of the second 'e r ror  coming into consideration i n  te lescope 
objectives (namely, that of spher ica l  abe r ra t ion  o r  zonal aber ra t ion)  
is s t i l l  completely uncertain. 
aberrat ion are based on the theoret ical  calculation of objectives, and 
it had to be a s sumed  f o r  this that it is ex t remely  small in comparison 
with chromatic aberrat ion.  
following differences in intersect ion dis tances  f o r  the Konigsberger 
heliometer objective': 
Since the Vogel method 
The only data on the amount of spher ica l  
Thus,  Besse l ,  f o r  example,  calculated the 
Height of Incidence Spherical Aberrat ion (mm) 
0. 00 0.000 
0.25 -0. 013 
0. 50 -0. 039 
0.75 -0. 064 
1.00 -0.100 
Because of the small amount of this e r r o r  theoretically found, 
probably no effort has  ever  been made to  m e a s u r e  it accurately.  
course ,  i n  the Foucault method3 the opticians had a method of perceiv-  
ing small differences in intersection distances,  although this was never 
used for  actual  measurement  of the e r r o r ,  any m o r e  than the method 
given by Schroeder*. 
Of 
The Abbe focometer5, which permits direct  measurement  of focal 
length fo r  various zones, i s  the only one of the older instruments  which 
appears  suitable for  determination of the zonal aber ra t ion  of objectives. 
However, as can be seen  f rom Mr. Czapski 's  paper ,  this instrument,  
too, has  been used only for  determining the "fundamental value' '  of the 
focal  length (namely, that for  the center of the objective) and not for  
the determination of zonal aberration. The latter application will be 
mentioned again fur ther  on. 
In the following, a complete study of a telescope objective with the 
a id  of the method developed by the author in  1899, using extrafocal 
measurement ,  will  be made for the various types of application. 
init ial  brief description of this method was given in Zeitschrift  f u r  
Instrumentenkunde (Vol .  20,  1900, p. 51), and large-scale  investiga- 
t ions w e r e  made,  using this,  by Wilsing6, Eberhard7, and Lehmann'. 
An 
I. TEST OF A TELESCOPE OBJECTIVE 
4. The author understands the t e s t  of a telescope objective to b e  
the determination of its focal length, chromatic  and spherical  a b e r r a -  
tion, o r  zonal aber ra t ion  and astigmatism on the axis. To this might 
be added testing f o r  extra-axial  images,  t ransmit tance of the glass ,  
and  measu remen t  of the f r e e  aper ture ,  as well  as possible notes on the 
position of ref lex images,  on centering and purity of the lenses ,  and 
similar ma t t e r s .  
additional propert ies .  
F o r  the t ime being, nothing will  be  sa id  about these 
The  test of a small objective of 80-mm ape r tu re  and l -m focal 
length with the a id  of t e r r e s t r i a l  light sources  will  first be descr ibed,  
3 
and the smal l  modifications of the method which a r e  necessary  in the 
testing of as t ronomical  objectives with the a id  of s t a r s  will  be given. 
The tes t  is performed in the actual  mounting of the objective, which in 
the case at hand is a b r a s s  tube. To the eyepiece of this tube can be 
connected, by means of a bayonet joint, a filar mic romete r ,  a photo- 
graphic camera ,  o r  a sma l l  s l i t  spectrograph. 
to 0. 1 mm with a vern ier .  
The setting can be r ead  
d 
The study of the objective can be broken down into two par ts :  
1 )  Determination of the position of the focal points of all r ays  in 
t e r m s  of the graduation of the adjustment. 
focusing. 
a fixed point of the objective mount-which gives the combining 
distances-or f r o m  the second principal point of the objective, 
in which case  the focal lengths a r e  obtained. 
This i s  called 
2 )  Measurement of the distance of this graduation, e i ther  f rom 
A. FOCUSING B Y  EXTRAFOCAL MEASUREMENTS 
5. The totality of a l l  rays  which en ter  the objective para l le l  to  
If the height of incidence of a r ay  the axis i s  infinite in three ways. 
(and thus i ts  distance f rom the axis) is called r ,  the angle between the 
radius r and a n  a rb i t r a r i l y  chosen z e r o  direction is called c p ,  and the 
wavelength is designated as A, then any axially para l le l  r ay  is com-  
pletely defined by the three  quantities r ,  cp , and A. The task of objec- 
tive testing now in shor t  consis ts  of complete determination of the r a y  
path a s  a function of the three  arguments  r ,  Q ,  and A. F o r  this  purpose 
it i s  f i r s t  necessary  to isolate such a n  individual r ay ,  r ,  9, and 1, 
f rom a r a y  bundle incident on the objective and then to determine its 
position in  the image space. 
objective an  ape r tu re  with a small opening at the point r ,  fp and pe rmi t -  
ting monochromatic light of wavelength X and para l le l  to the axis to 
enter  through this opening. 
r ay  in the image space,  i t s  intersect ion points with two a r b i t r a r y  planes 
perpendicular to  the axis a r e  determined; this is the bas i s  of the method 
of extrafocal measurements .  As is seen ,  this method i s  not confined 
to objectives but can a l so  be used with any des i r ed  optical equipment. 
However, the fo rm of the aper ture  and  the na ture  of the measurements  
in the two intersect ion planes will be  different ,  depending upon c i r c u m -  
s tances .  In general ,  the cent ra l  ray  r = 0 is allowed to enter  the s y s -  
tem along with r a y  r ,  cp, and then the coordinates of the point r ,  cp are  
measured a t  the two planes with respec t  to  the axial point, e i ther  in 
rectangular o r  in polar  coordinates. The orientation of the sys t em mus t  
be determined in a suitable manner  each  time. 
The r a y  is isolated by sett ing before  the 
To determine the position of the re f rac ted  
In a spectrograph,  
4 
L 
rectangular coordinates a r e  measured  paral le l  to the principal section 
(direction of the spec t rum)  and perpendicular thereto (direction of the 
spec t ra l  l ines),  and in the study of the extra-axial  images of a n  objec- 
tive, rectangular coordinates in the meridional and sagittal  direction 
a r e  used. 
6. In the testing of the axial  image of a centered sys tem,  polar 
In such a sys tem it m a y  be * coordinates simplify the measurements .  
a s sumed  that two r ays ,  r, q and r, cp f 180", symmetr ica l  to the axis, 
in te rsec t  on the axis as long as they remain in  the meridian plane 
defined by the direction rp. Therefore,  in this case  it is no longer nec-  
e s s a r y  to  measu re  the positional angle in the two intersection planes, 
and instead of measuring the distance of each individual r ay  f rom the 
center  ray ,  the distance of the two rays r ,  cp and r ,  Cp t 180" f rom one 
another can  be determined. In this simplest  case ,  the extrafocal m e a -  
surement  takes the following form. 
on a diameter  symmetr ica l  to  the center of the objective i s  placed before 
the objective. 
ha i r  plane of the mic romete r  o r  the photographic plate) is brought 
successively to  the two positions El and E2 (F igure  1)  near  the in t e r -  
section point 0 of the two rays ,  and the two distances el and e2  of the 
unfocused images appearing in the planes El and E2 a r e  measured.  
A1 and A2 a r e  the readings corresponding to positions El and E2, made 
a t  the mi l l imeter  graduation of the eyepiece adjustment,  then the read-  
ing A corresponding to the focus 0 of the rays  in question is found f rom 
An aper ture  which has  two openings 
Then the measuring plane (and thus ei ther  the c r o s s -  
If 
A = A1 -k (A2 - A,) . 
e l  e2 
Figure 1 
5 
r The values of A thus found a r e  called ( p A ~  to indicate their  depen- 
dence on the three arguments  r,  cp,  and A. 
7. It is now important to bring the apparently very  extensive 
If the quantity A is a function of cp at constant r and A ,  the 
As is well known, this causes  
r effort of determination of all c p A ~  values into as s imple a f o r m  as 
possible. 
sys tem has  ast igmatism on the axis. 
the combining distance to  be a minimum at a definite meridian in t e r -  
section a, = TO, and a maximum a t  the perpendicular cp = 90 + 9 0 " .  
Accordingly, A can be represented in the form: 
t 
in which a is the amount of as t igmat i sm,  the difference between the 
maximum and minimum value of A. It follows f r o m  Equation ( 2 )  that  
Q, t 9oA = q o A  i- a cos' ( c p  - C P ~ )  
so that 
This equation shows that the mean  value f r e e  of the influences of 
as t igmatism i s  always obtained between the minimum and maximum A, 
i f  the mean is taken f rom two values whose position angle cp differs by 
90 degrees.  Therefore ,  t o  find the mean  value of A valid fo r  each zone 
of the objective, it i s  not only necessary  to  place the holes in  the a p e r -  
t u re  on one diameter  but a l so  on two mutually perpendicular d iameters  
and a t  distance r f rom the center .  It can  be easi ly  shown that not only 
the mean of two but a l so  of th ree  o r  any number of equidistant mer id ian  
intersections always gives the same  m e a n  value f r e e  of as t igmat i sm,  
and it is  useful f o r  a n  understanding of the pat tern of as t igmat i sm to 
use more  than four  openings fo r  at least one zone of the objective in 
this manner. 
8. If the investigation is conducted photographically, then t o  
eliminate the need f o r  two new pictures  for  each zone, a n  at tempt  is 
made to combine in a single ape r tu re  the openings necessa ry  f o r  all 
zones of the objective. This is always possible with be t te r  objectives. 
Only in sys tems with very g rea t  zonal aber ra t ions  do the r ays  of the 
different zones pass  each other  near  the foca l  point in  a way requir ing 
the use of two separa te  ape r tu re s .  Distances e are  measu red  direct ly  
with a filar mic romete r ,  so it is not advantageous to  combine too many 
holes i n  one aper ture .  For adequate separa t ion  of the images  for zones 
6 
of small r ,  the distance of the planes E f r o m  the focal  points must  be 
fair ly  large.  If the holes fo r  the outermost zones have been made in 
the same  aper ture ,  then f a i r l y  long distances m u s t  be measu red  with 
the mic romete r ;  this can be avoided if a special  ape r tu re  is used for  
the outermost  z one s . 
The diameter  of the openings should be  chosen between 1/200 and 
1/400 of the focal length of the objective to be studied. 
the openings, the l a rge r  and m o r e  indistinct a r e  the image disks to  be 
measured ,  making sha rp  focusing more  difficult. If the openings a r e  
very  la rge ,  then the objective can be divided into only a few different 
zones; and thus the curve of zonal aberrat ion cannot be determined 
exactly. 
The sma l l e r  
The aper ture ,  shown half scale in F igure  2 ,  which the author used 
in the photographic investigation of the objective in question, can be 
immediately understood f rom what has been sa id  above. 
of heavy writing paper and contained the following openings: 
It was made 
O n t h e  d iameter  9 = 0" and 90"  r = 10, 18, 26, 38 mm 
22. 5 and 112. 5 r = 30 
45 and 135 r = 6, 14, 22, 34 
67. 5 a n d  157.5 r = 30 
The center points of the openings a r e  first plotted with compass 
This se rves  as center  in the mounting 
and r u l e r  and then a 3 -mm radius c i rc le  is drawn about each of these 
points with a small compass.  
of a punch with which the 4 - m m  diameter holes a r e  punched out. The 
four  innermost  holes,  which can  be put in af terwards,  a r e  of 3 -mm 
diameter .  It m a y  fur ther  be observed that it is not important for  the 
holes t o  be located with mathematical  exactitude, because the dimen- 
s ions of the ape r tu re  do not enter  the calculation. 
that  the openings be round and smooth-edged, because otherwise the 
images  would be  i r regular  and difficult to measure .  
It is m o r e  important 
9. If two extrafocal photographs a r e  taken in monochromatic 
light of wavelength h, with the aper ture  descr ibed,  their  measurement  
gives the values of AX f r e e  of as t igmatism fo r  nine zones of the objec- 
t ive and  thus the curve of zonal aberration. 
r = 3 0  mm, measured  on four  diameters,  gives a n  exact determination 
of as t igmat i sm,  the amount and location of which can be checked with 
the o ther  values. This completely determines setting A as a function 
of the a rgument  r and v f o r  the wavelength A. 
function of X, meaning the color curve, this investigation can  be made  
In addition, the zone 
To determine it as a 
7 
Figure  2 
fo r  a large number of different wavelengths, giving curves  o r  tables 
f r o m  which the amount of A fo r  any values of r ,  cp, and h can be found. 
To determine the color curve in this manner ,  a s e r i e s  of monochro- 
mat ic  light sources  is necessary .  This was furnished through in te r -  
position of suitable f i l t e rs  before a m e r c u r y  a r c  lamp. 
used were of the following type: 
The f i l ters '  
Fo r  h = 365 pp methyl violet t nitrosodimethyl aniline 
405 methyl violet t quinine .sulfate 
436 cobalt glass  t askulin solution 
492 guinea green  t quinine sulfate 
546 t rue  green f chrysoidine 
579 eosine t chrysoidine 
Some of these f i l t e rs  a r e  used as solutions in ce l l s  and some were  
The principle in  the grouping of these  f i l t e rs  is simply 
made  with bath plates two by two with the films, joined by adhesion 
along the edge. 
that  a number of colors with absorption bands as steeply descending 
and ' a s  strong a s  possible a r e  chosen and  then s o  combined that only 
the desired narrow region of the spec t rum is allowed to pass.  
f i l t e r s  a r e  not used for  g rea t e r  wavelengths than given above, because 
f o r  this par t  of the spec t rum the color curve  is m o r e  conveniently 
determined by optical methods,  making the f i l t e r s  unnecessary.  
The 
The descr ibed method of deriving the color  curve  by a s e r i e s  of 
individual photographs in monochromatic light is somewhat laborious,  
however, and i t  is m o r e  convenient t o  a r r a n g e  the observation method 
f o r  this purpose in the manner  descr ibed  fu r the r  below. 
a 
10. If white light instead of monochromatic light passes  through 
the two ape r tu re  openings r ,  rp and r ,  (0 t 180°, then a t  the two planes 
El and E2 short  spec t ra  occur ,  as a result of chromatic  aberrat ion of 
the objective, instead of round image points. 
shows, that color which has  the shortest  combining distance occurs  a t  
plane El  and thus inside the focus ( in  t e r m s  of the optical axis). This 
color is  on the outside in plane EZ. 
achromatization of two-lens objectives, that color for  which a good 
ray combination i s  sought always has  the shortest  combining length, 
the shor t  spec t ra  in  plane El will  always be strong in light on the inner 
side and sharply delimited, while toward the outside it gradually 
decreases ,  s o  that a pear-shaped figure with a point directed outward 
resul ts .  
duced in F igure  3 shows this pear  shape (inside the focus) very clear ly;  
the well-rounded f igures  of the photograph of F igure  4 made  in mono- 
chromatic  light should be compared with this. 
As  a simple reflection 
Since in the hitherto common . 
In plane E2 the peak points inward. The photograph r ep ro -  
Figure 3 
If a s t a r  is used as the light source in the testing of an astronomic 
objective, then white light mus t  always be used. However, in this case  
s e v e r a l  expedients allow the pear  shape of the images to be suppressed 
somewhat,  s o  that the photographs can be readily measured. 
this,  the  photographic plate and the star a r e  s o  chosen that the maxi- 
m u m  of the light effect fa l ls  near ly  on the point of inflection of the color 
curve  of the objective studied. 
To do 
Lf the objective is achromatized for  
9 
Figure 4 
photographic purposes in  the blue par t  of the spec t rum,  then a n  ord i -  
nary  silver bromide plate and a star.with intensive blue light (I type) 
is used (for example, Alpha Lyrae).  If, on the other hand, a n  optical 
objective is  involved, then a star which contains very  little blue light 
(for example, Alpha Orionis) is chosen and the photographs a r e  made  
on a plate type which is principally sensit ive to the yellow (for exam-  
ple, the Peranto  plate of Peru tz) .  In this way, the zonal aber ra t ions  
a r e  obtained not fo r  a given wavelength but only as a mean  value f o r  
the colors best  combined by the objective. 
11. The uncertainty a r i s ing  in  the measurement  of the pear  - 
shaped images is completely avoided if  the white light is spli t  by a 
p r i sm,  e i ther  before the objective o r  behind the measuring plane. 
exact determination of the color curve is obtained in  this manner .  
Splitting before the objective, in which case the p r i s m  is used in the 
manner of the objective p r i sm,  can generally be  used only f o r  smaller 
objectives, because fo r  a la rge  objective a suitable objective p r i s m  is 
generally not available. 
study of a small objective. 
done in two ways: by photographic measu remen t  through a slit spec t ro-  
graph and by optical observation through a n  eyepiece p r i sm.  
methods have proven effective and have been used widely. 
An 
This method wil l  again be  descr ibed in the 
Splitting behind the measur ing  plane can be 
Both 
The spectrograph'' is s o  fastened to the eyepiece mount that its 
coll imator axis coincides with the principal axis of the objective to  b e  
tes ted and i t s  slit is directed paral le l  to the line joining two holes in  
the aperture .  It then l ies  on the long axis of the pear-shaped images 
then drawn out into a curved spectrum; then the intervals  e of the indi- 
vidual spec t ra l  colors  can  be measured exactly. 
that  the spectrograph is sufficiently f ree  of as t igmat i sm and thus 
sharply images edges lying perpendicular to the slit ( for  example, the 
dust par t ic les  in the slit). 
enough to be able to accept completely the two bundles coming f r o m  
the ape r tu re  opening. 
tort ion and thus image a given length of the slit in all colors in the 
s a m e  s ize .  
. (cf.  the discussion in Dr. Lehmann's work"). Each of these images is 
C a r e  must  be taken 
In addition, its ape r tu re  mus t  be la rge  
It is not necessary h e r e  that it be  f r e e  of d i s -  
This method is the most  reliable in the testing of as t ronomic 
objectives with the a i d  of stars. 
paring special  photographs for  each zone of the objective, the openings 
fo r  two zones can be combined on each aper ture .  Then when a star of 
the f i r s t  spec t ra l  type is used, photographs of the type shown in  
F igu res  5 and 6 a r e  obtained. As is seen, these photographs show 
the l ines of the spec t rum in full sharpness ,  and it is mere ly  necessary  
to  m e a s u r e  the distance of two corresponding spec t r a  for  each of these 
l ines to  obtain a n  exact determination of the color curve. 
these  curved spec t r a  i s  directly identical with the color curve shown 
to  suitable scale.  
To eliminate the necessity for  p r e -  
Each of 
Figure 5 
.Ir ."A small and very light spectrograph for this purpose is made  by 
L. Toepfer and Sohn in Potsdam. 
11 
Figure 6 
Since i t  i s  occasionally difficult to bring the s l i t  exactly into the 
The ape r tu re  can be so  constructed a s  to 
axis  of the pear-shaped images,  it  i s  advantageous h e r e  to use another 
f o r m  of aper ture  opening. 
leave open the ent i re  zone between radi i  r and r t 8 ,  where 8 is again 
about 1 / 3 0 0  of the focal length. 
that i t  passes  exactly through the center  point of the annular extrafocal  
image. This can be easily done if the s l i t  plane is focused beforehand 
and the punctiform images formed the re  a r e  brought into the s l i t .  By  
turning the spectrograph about the optical- axis, the aber ra t ion  in the 
various position angles cp, and thus the as t igmat i sm,  can  be studied. 
Then the s l i t  has  to  be a r r anged  so 
If the s l i t  does not exactly form a diameter  of the rings in this 
aper ture  form but only a chord in them, the resu l t s  will be erroneous.  
To avoid this danger i t  is bet ter  to use ape r tu re  openings shaped as 
two parallel  s l i ts .  
type, used for  a n  objective of 40-mm ape r tu re  fo r  simultaneous de t e r -  
mination of the color curve for the two zones r = 8.5 mm and 
r = 17. 5 mm. The s l i t  h e r e  is se t  on direction AB. 
Figure  7 shows in  full sca le  a n  ape r tu re  of this 
F igure  7 
12. Direct optical measurement  of the color curve is done in a 
very similar manner .  
(as in F igure  2 )  a r e  used, but in each aper ture  only the two correspond-  
ing openings a r e  placed in one diameter.  
tion of the color curve of two zones, four openings can  be used. 
l a r g e r  number of openings would confuse the eye in the spec t ra l  r e s o -  
lution of the light. Before the eyepiece of the mic romete r  is fastened 
is para l le l  to the measuring ha i r  of the mic romete r ,  which when seen  
through this p r i s m  appears  to be completely sharp.  
so placed before the objective that the diameter  containing the openings 
is paral le l  to the refracting edge of the eyepiece pr ism.  
images of a remote punctiform light source then appear  in the field of 
view again as arcua te  spec t ra  of which the intervals  at points of indi- 
vidual spec t ra l  l ines a r e  measu red  with a micrometer .  
F o r  this,  aper tures  with small round openings 
F o r  simultaneous determina-  
A 
I 
1 a small s t ra ight  p r i s m  piece. It is turned so  that its principal section 
The aper ture  is 
The extrafocal 
13. To  determine zonal aberrat ion and as t igmat i sm by the above- 
mentioned measurements ,  leading directly to a knowledge of the color 
curve,  it would be  necessary  to make  the measurements  for all zones 
of the objectives and in at least  two position angles,  which again would 
appear  to  be fa i r ly  laborious. Therefore,  i t  is be t te r  to  combine m e a -  
surements  of the la t ter  type with the determination of zonal aber ra t ion  
descr ibed in Section 8, in  the following manner.  
If it can be assumed that the color curve has  the s a m e  f o r m  for  
all zones of the objective, that i s ,  that the spher ica l  difference of 
chromatic  aber ra t ion  is. zero,  it is sufficient to determine the color 
curve f o r  only one zone and zonal aberrat ion and ast igmatism for  only 
one wavelength. Since the extrafocal measurements  permit  the differ - 
ence mentioned to be measured  accurately,  however, it  would be m o r e  
c o r r e c t  where grea te r  accuracy is demanded to make  this a l so  a subject 
of the investigation. 
The  next approximation resul ts  f rom the assumption, which is 
probably permissible  in all cases ,  that the chromatic  difference between 
two given zones is proportional to the amount of chromatic deviation 
fo r  all colors.  
determined directly in monochromatic light in  accordance with Section 8 
a r e  designated as Xl  and A,, and a zone for  which the color curve has  
been established by rl,  according t o  Sections 11 or  12 ,  then with the 
last assumption, in general:  
If two wavelengths f o r  which the zonal aberrat ion is 
1 3  
r r In this,  all AX, and AX, values can be taken directly f r o m  the two 
zonal aberrat ion curves and all A i 1  values directly f r o m  the color curve.  
If, on the other hand, as is the case  generally in as t ronomic objec- 
tives, the zonal aber ra t ion  has  been determined for  only one color 11 
(perhaps a l so  fo r  white light, cf. Section 10) and the color curve f o r  
two zones rl and r2 ,  then the assumption can  be made  that the f o r m  of 
the color curve changes uniformly as r increases .  This leads to the 
equation: 
rl r Z  i n  which all Ah and A), values are taken f rom the two color curves  
and the AX, values f rom the curve of zonal aberrat ion.  
r 
The effort expended is exactly the same  whether calculation is done 
according to  Equation (4 )  o r  Equation (5).  
measurements  must  be made  in eac'h c a s e  to obtain the knowledge, 
given through the above equations, of A fo r  a r b i t r a r y  values of r and 1; 
and this completely solves the purpose of the focusing. 
Three  s e r i e s  of extrafocal  
Fo r  the t ime being, no notice can  be taken of as t igmat i sm and, 
therefore ,  of the dependence on cp. 
ences of two s imilar ly  determined A values appearing on the right in 
Equations ( 4 )  and (5). 
and A i 1  of the right sides.  F r o m  what was sa id  in Section 7 ,  all the 
A values obtained in determination of zonal e r r o r ,  and thus a l so  Ah, 
in Equation (4), a r e  completely f r e e  of as t igmat i sm;  this equation thus 
gives an AX value f r e e  of as t igmatism.  
found in the measurement  of the color curve,  if the measurement  was 
not made in two position angles differing by 90  degrees ,  a r e  s t i l l  
affected with astigmatism. 
tion (5) is directly valid for  the same position angle in  which A i 1  was 
measured.  
f r o m  its influence. 
This has  no influence on the d i f fe r -  
r This is confined to the f i r s t  principal t e r m s  A 1  
r 
r 
On the other  hand, the A values 
Therefore ,  the A i  value found f r o m  Equa- 
r Since the as t igmat i sm is known, AX can  b e  easi ly  f r e e d  
Lf the above -mentioned neglect of spher ica l  difference of chromatic  
aberrat ion is permitted,  the process  is s implif ied considerably,  because 
then a single measurement  of zonal abe r ra t ion  suffices f o r  each color 
A,,  and one color curve suff ices  f o r  a zone r l .  Thus i n  Equation (4): 
14 
and this t r ans fo rms  into: 
In Equation (5),  
r r 2  rl  A:’ - A l l  = Ah, - AX, , 
exactly coinciding with Equation (6 ) ,  and again: 
A: = A:’ t (Ai 1 - 
14. The exactness of extrafocal focal point determination resu l t s  
f r o m  the following considerations. 
mean  e r r o r  of a reading on the eyepiece draw, E the mean  e r r o r  of a 
measurement  of the distances e ,  and A the mean  e r r o r  of the resultant 
value of A. In addition, the abbreviations 
It will  be a s sumed  that a! is the 
- e2 
w 2  - el  t e z  and e l  e l  e2 w1 = 
a r e  assumed.  
F r o m  the bas ic  equation, (1 ) with 
i n  which F is the focal length and r is again the radius of the zone, 
T h e r e  is accordingly obtained: 
A =  r 
(7) 
15 
I f  the two t e s t  planes a r e  chosen a lmost  symmetr ical ly  about the 
focus, then 
I 16 
is always very  near ly  1/2.  There  is obtained, for  example: 
W l  w2 1 - 2 W l W 2  J W m  
0.5 0. 5 0. 50 0.707 
0.4 0. 6 0. 52 0.721 
0.3 0.7 0. 58 0.761 
It is thus possible to  a s sume  with sufficient accuracy:  
:kProfessor Wilsing repor t s  that on page 
equation given by him, 
rx - r m z g  , 
m 
a s h o u l d  be used instead of m; this  is 
Equation ( 8 )  above. 
 
JW12 t w22 = 0.75 . 
Because for  A I  and A2 the setting can be made on full graduations 
of the scale,  t he re  can  be a s sumed  approximately: 
Q! = 0.02 mm. 
F o r  moderately good images,  E is  about 0..008 mm and with very  
good images it is about 0. 003 mm, while F / 2  r is between 10 and 100. 
Because of this la rge  fac tor ,  CY’ can a lmost  always be neglected in 
comparison with the t e r m  ( F 2 / 4  r2) E ‘. There  is then obtained instead 
of the s t r ic t  e r r o r  equation, Equation (7) ,  the s impler  expression: 
If E i s  assumed to be 0. 008 mm, then the following values of A 
In comparison with these a r e  l is ted (Table I) the figures result .  
derived by Dr .  Lehmann” f r o m  his measurements .  
14 of h i s  work6 in the 
then identical  with 
Table I 
- 
23 0.069 0.079 
26 0.078 0.074 
38 0.114 0.154 
56 0.168 0.171 
116 0.348 0.376 
A s  i s  seen, the course of Dr. Lehmann's f igures  ag rees  well  with 
the calculation. Fu r the r  data  on the accuracy of the method a r e  given 
below with the author 's  measurements .  
It i s  seen ' f rom Equation (8) that the accuracy of focus determina- 
tion through extrafocal measurement  depends not upon the focal length 
of the objective but only upon the aperture  angle of the zone involved. 
Thus,  other  c i rcumstances being equal, the focus i s  found with the 
same l inear  accuracy for large a s  well a s  for  small focal length; thus, 
this method gives resu l t s  of the highest accuracy, especially for  large 
objectives in  which the l inear value of aberrat ions i s  large.  
s t a r s  a r e  used in  the study of astronomic objectives, there  i s  a smal l  
l o s s  of accuracy because of the flicker of the s t a r  images,  something 
which should not be left unmentioned. 
When 
15. I t  i s  understandable, of course,  that the small aper ture  
openings, especially when many of them a r e  combined on one aperture ,  
produce a complicated refraction image near  the focus. This would be 
very difficult  to  study mathematically. However, i f  the measuring 
plane i s  removed gradually f rom the focal point, then this  total  image 
degenerates ,  a s  experience shows, m o r e  and m o r e  into the individual 
re f rac t ion  images of the aper ture  openings. With c i rcu lar  openings, 
such as in  Figure 2, a system of fine concentric l ines appears ,  while 
with slit-type openings, such as i n  Figure 7, a sys tem of para l le l s  
between the principal images of the openings occurs.  
images  a l so  a r e  resolved spectroscopically, and in  F igure  5 a re f rac-  
tion image of this type can be seen between the four spectra ,  
accuracy  of the measurement  i s  not influenced in  any way by the re f rac-  
tion images ,  provided the measuring planes are sufficiently distant 
( for  example,  a few cent imeters)  f rom the focal point. 
Equation ( 8 ) ,  this  distance has  no direct  influence whatsoever on the 
accuracy  of the resul t .  
These refract ion 
The 
A s  seen f rom 
It should merely not be chosen unnecessarily 
17 
large,  however, because the brightness of the images always is sma l l e r  
at grea te r  distances f r o m  the focal point. 
16. Before the description of the study of the above-mentioned 
The use of the m e r c u r y  lamp for  photographs in  
objective is begun as an  example, a few words will be sa id  about sui t -  
able light sources .  
monochromatic light has  a l ready been mentioned above. 
can be suitably used for  the determination of some points on the color 
curve,  also. 
then the metal-sal t - impregnated carbon rods made  by Siemens o r  
Bremer  a r e  highly recommended. 
gation shows that the r e d  Siemens rods contain strontium, the yellow 
rods contain potassium and calcium, and the white rods contain bar ium;  
the Bremer  rods a r e  equivalent to  the yellow of Siemens. 
fo r  the refractable par t s  of the spec t ra  involved can be taken f r o m  the 
tables of Kayser and Runge. 
imate  data can se rve  to  give a general  idea of the appearance of these 
spec t ra  in  weak dispersion. 
This lamp 
lf a large number of points a r e  des i red  for  this curve,  
The au thor ' s  spectroscopic investi-  
Wavelengths 
F o r  the optical par t ,  the following approx-  
Siemens r e d  carbon (Sr) :  The intense yellow band A = 578-587 
follows the multiline group A = 548-554 in green,  and af te r  a fa i r ly  
unimpressive band in  orange there  follow three  intense bands in r ed  
with a maximum at A = 647. 
Siemens yellow carbon (Ca t K):  An intensive g reen  band a t  
A = 528-540, with a maximum at A = 532 is followed by a narrow group 
of lines at A = 559, s e v e r a l  lines in orange at A = 582, and then a n  
intensive band in orange at X = 598-606, with maximum at A = 602. 
There  then follows a group of l ines in r e d  which ends with a fa i r ly  weak 
band at h = 627; th ree  l ines a t  A = 643-649 conclude the spectrum. 
Siemens white carbon (Ba):  After the bright line X = 493 in blue- 
green,there follows a n  intensive green band (actually three  bands) with 
a maximum at A = 502. 
green  = 542 and double line A = 553. The re  follows in orange a 
group of about 12 l ines at A = 578 to  X = 614, and then the weaker  
bands = 634 and 645 and the bright line in  r e d  at X = 648. Dull l ines 
at A = 653, 659, and 667 conclude the pattern.  
Next there  appea r s  a bright line in yellow- 
The spark  spec t ra  of meta ls ,  especial ly  that of cadmium, a r e  ve ry  
suitable fo r  optical measurements  of the color  curve.  
l ines of the cadmium spec t rum have the following wavelengths: 
X = 468, 480, 508, 534, 538, and 644. 
magnesium spectrum with i ts  intensive l ines at X = 448, 517 (b-group), 
The br ightest  
It is a l s o  e a s y  to m e a s u r e  the 
18 
and 656, as well  as the zinc spec t rum with the l ines A = 468, 472, and 
481, the pair  A = 491, 492, and the strong line in the r e d  at 1 = 636. 
In accordance with the proposal of Lehmann, the electrodes a r e  shaped 
like two knives se t  paral le l  to the sighting line. If the electrodes a r e  
brought within about 1 mm of each other, the sparks  can be used 
directly as a punctiform light source a t  15 m distance f r o m  the objec- 
tive. 
spec t ra  a r e  used, then the apparent diameter of the light source must  
be l imited by a diaphragm. The opening itself can be chosen la rge  
enough so that it appears  t o  subtend about 10 to 2 0  a r c  seconds seen  
f r o m  the objective. Thus, i t s  diameter is 0. 5 to  1 mm at 1 0  m dis -  
tance and about 7 mm at 1 0 0  mm distance. If a ground glass  i s  placed 
between the arc and the diaphragm, then punctiform images of equal 
intensity a r e  always obtained, no mat te r  how far away the light source  
is. 
ma t i c  light photography with a f i l ter  and a l so  in  spec t ra l  resolution 
with a s l i t  spectrograph, the exposure t ime is between 0. 5 and 1 0  min-  
utes. 
If the spa rk  is a shor te r  distance f r o m  the objective o r  i f  a r c  
The intensity of these  light sources  is s o  g rea t  that in monochro- 
17. The study of the previously mentioned 1 -m focal length objec- 
The following observation s e r i e s  were  made: tive will  now be  taken up. 
1 )  Ser ies  I. Two extrafocal photographs with the aper ture  
shown in F igure  2 in monochromatic light, A = 436; dis-  
tance of the light source f rom the objective 0 = 87.49 m. 
Repetition of the same  photographs as a check, 
at 0 = 18.869 m. 
A = 579 at 0 = 18.869 m. 
slit spectrograph for  zone r = 35. 5 mm, a t  0 = 18.869 m. 
olation of the color curve into the optical region of the 
s pec t r um. 
2 )  Series  II. 
3)  Ser ies  111. 
4 )  Ser ies  IV. 
5 )  Ser ies  V. 
Two photographs of the s a m e  ape r tu re  for  
Two photographs of the color curve with the 
A number of optical measurements  for  extrap-  
F o r  complete investigation of the objective, the s ix  photographs 11, 
III, and  I V  would have been sufficient. 
obtain them. 
It required about an  hour to  
Microscopic measurement  of the photographs and calculation f r o m  
The fourth column 
r Equation (1)  directly gives the cpAh values, which a r e  compiled in the 
th i rd  column of Tables II and III for  Ser ies  I and II. 
contains the mean Ah values of each zone, f r e e  of as t igmatism,  as 
descr ibed  in Section 7, and the fifth column (under g) gives the ast ig-  
matic length aberrat ion of the meridional intersection involved and thus 




Table II. Ser ies  I, Zonal Aberration for  X = 436 pp, 



































































t o .  02 
t o .  06 
-0. 07 
-0. 02 













































s e r i e s  and correspond to the a rb i t r a r i l y  selected object distance 0. 
reduce the ast igmatic  differences g and the zonal differences contained 
in A to infinite object distance,  the differential equation given by Dr. 
Lehmann” can be used. 
rations is obtained. 
neously the location of the focus in re ference  to  the sca le  of the eyepiece 
draw, the author proposes another method, If B is the image distance,  
and thus the distance of the image f r o m  the second principal point, then 
rigorously: 




In many cases  this  suffices. To obtain s imulta-  
I 
i 
( 9 )  i B3 O t B  x = B - F =  
















































































t o .  10 
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The  image distance B differs from the reading A on the eyepiece 
d raw i n  each case only by a n  additive constant Ao, which is equal t o  
the dis tance of the second principal point of the objective f r o m  the 
photographic plate when the eyepiece is set at the reading A = 0. The 
determinat ion of this constant A. is the t a sk  of "focal length m e a s u r e -  
men t ,  
ing investigation wil l  be  given h e r e  in the interim. 
inv e s ti ga t e d, 
which wi l l  be discussed fur ther  below. The r e su l t  of the follow- 
F o r  the te lescope 
A, = 813.85 mm. 
Addition of this number to  the tabular values f o r  A436 gives the 
r 
F o r  reduction t o  focus x, Equation (9)  B values  in the sixth column. 
is used  to  calculate a small table which, as long as a given object d i s -  
t ance  is  used, supplies the reduction direct ly  with the a rgument  B. 
The last column of Tables II and III then direct ly  gives focal  length 
F = B  -x. 
21 
18. The F values found f rom the two completely independent t e s t  
s e r i e s  I and II ( these were  half a year  apa r t )  will  first be used for  
determination of the accuracy of the observation. 
































Table IV  
-0.36 
t o .  02 
4-0. 04 
4-0. 04 
t o .  12 
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The weighted values p a r e  proportional to  rz because of the depen- 
dence of the e r r o r  on radius r given by Equation (8):  
is the weight for  r = 10 mm, which is thus very close to  F/100.  
follows f r o m  the sum p v 2  = 0.3061: 




mean e r r o r  of an  A value a t  - = 100 k0.139 mm 
and, in general ,  
F 
r 
A = mean  e r r o r  of an  A value = * O .  00139-mm. 
Here,  f o r  example, the mean  e r r o r  of a focus determination is 
*O. 037 mm for  the edge zone, which is 1 / 2 7 ,  000 of the focal length. 
According to  Equation (8), the m e a n  e r r o r  of a measurement  of 
distance e is found f r o m  the above values of A to  be: 
z = *O. 0038 mm , 
which verifies the data given in  Section 14. 
22 
t 
r 19. The last column of Table IV (under F436)  gives the mean  
values of the two s e r i e s  on which subsequent calculation is based. 
should be pointed out that  the "focal length" of a zone found in the man- 
n e r  given is the distance of its focal point f r o m  the second principal 
point of the axial r a y  and thus differs f rom the "combining distance, I' 
which is the distance of the focal point f r o m  the apex of the la t te r  s u r -  
face,  by only a constant-the distance of the apex f r o m  the principal 
point. 
t ical  optics, which calculates the distance of the focal point involved 
f r o m  the intersection point with the prolongation of the incident ray,  
but it is c lose to  the general  idea of the concept of "focal length. I f  If 
the instrumental  constant A. = 813.85 mm is subtracted f r o m  F, the 
sett ings on the eyepiece draw are directly obtained. In addition, the 
F values immediately give the curve of the zonal aber ra t ion  fo r  
X = 436. To indicate the la t ter  clearly,  it is only necessa ry  to  plot 
the numbers  involved in a rect i l inear  coordinate sys t em as a function 
of r, a s  has  been done in the upper curve of F igure  8. 
simultaneously gives the curve f o r  zonal aberrat ion,  as well  as the 
t r u e  focal lengths for  light of wavelength X = 436. 
It 
I 
This definition, of course,  differs f rom that common in  prac-  
This curve 
r =  5 IO 15 20 25 30 35 40mm 
-yo 1.5 : 
Figure  8. Upper Curve: Focal  Length and Zonal Aber rauon  
f o r  = 436 pp. Lower Curve: Chromatic Difference 
F 5 7 9  - F436 
20. The reduction of Ser ies  111 fo r  = 579 t~.p i s  done in exactly 
the s a m e  manner.  The resu l t s  alone a r e  given in Table V;  the ast ig-  
matic differences g a r e  given in the third column, and the focal length 
F 5 7 9  values  are  given in the fourth column. The la t te r  values can now 
b e  plotted in the coordinate system of Figure 8, giving a second curve 
r 
23 
of zonal aber ra t ion  which is  near ly  para l le l  t o  the first. 
c l e a r e r ,  however, if it is plotted graphically as the difference 
h = F& - F & b ,  which is given in  the sixth column. 
have to be a constant if the chromatic  difference of spher ica l  a b e r r a -  
tion were  t o  be  ze ro ,  and  the deviation of the h-curve plotted in  
Figure 8 f r o m  a horizontal  line is thus the curve of that difference. 
Because of the small photographic activity of X = 579 light, the  p ic tures  
of Ser ies  III a r e  somewhat dull and the measurement  therefore  less 
certain.  In addition, the innermost  zone r = 6 could not be  measu red  
because of the smaller ape r tu re  openings. 
It becomes 
Here  it would 





































t o .  11 
-0. 08 
-0.09 
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Because each A value differs f r o m  the corresponding F value by 
mere ly  a constant, the differences of the corresponding F values can  
be substituted direct ly  into Equations ( 4 )  and  (5) f o r  the differences of 
two A values. With = 436 pp and A, = 579 pp substi tuted into Equa- 
tion (4), A i ,  - AX, = h. r 
21, The g values f r o m  the t h r e e  series wi l l  now be  compiled f o r  
a study of as t igmatism.  Since these series are  based  on finite object 
24 
distance 0, they must  f i r s t  be reduced to infinity, which can be  done 
for these small quantities by the simple equation: 
d F  = dB - - 2 B  dB 0 
F o r  Ser ies  I, 2 B / O  = 1/44 ,  and thus the reduction is very smal l ;  for  
Ser ies  11 and III, 2 B / O  = 1/9 .  In this manner ,  the numbers  based on 
position angle cp in Table V I  a r e  obtained. 
inaccuracy of measurement  by only a smal l  amount, the same  depen- 
dence of sign on position angle is nevertheless evident in all the se r i e s .  
This i s  even m o r e  clear ly  shown if the g values a r e  wri t ten at points 
indicated by coordinates r and rp in a circle  which represents  the a p e r -  
t u re  of the objective. This has  been done in F igure  9, and the positive 
values have been c i rc led  to  emphasize them; this gives the absolute 
amount and the location of the ast igmatism at a glance. 
considerable as t igmatism,  then the constants a and 'po of Equation (2) 
can be  calculated f rom the g values. 
than 0.1 mm. 
Although these exceed the 
If t he re  is 
In the case  a t  hand, it is l e s s  
cp 































Table VI. Astigmatism 
t 0.13 
4 - 6  
4 - 9  
0 
4 - 7  
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- 2  
- 2  
t 3  
- 8  
-13 
- 7  
- 9  
- 1  
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+ l o  
t 2  
t 2  
- 3  
+ l o  
t 0.22 
+ 3  
1.1 7 
t 5  
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$ 3  
t 1  
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- 6  
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t 2  
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- 6  
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t 0. 04 
0 
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- 9  
t 1 0  
f19 
t l  
4-8  
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- 4  
0 
- 8  
4-8 
- 
- 8  
- 
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t 0.13 
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t 1 1  
- 1  
+ 9  
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0 
t 5  
- 7  
-13 
- 3  
-11 
+ 1  
- 5  
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- 6  
0 
- 5  
t 3  
25 
2700 900 
Figure  9 
22. The two photographs taken with the spectrograph, as well  as 
the measurement  with the eyepiece spectroscope for  extrapolation of 
the color curve to  the optical spec t rum,  were  made  at only the position 
angle 9 = 90 degrees  and fo r  the zone r = 35.5 mm. As Figure  9 
shows, however, as t igmatism is near ly  z e r o  for  these  points, so that 
as t igmatism m a y  be ignored. 
nothing new; therefore ,  the resu l t s  wil l  be  given directly.  
Reduction of the measurements  shows 
The spectroscope, with the yellow Siemens carbons as a light 
source  in the arc lamp, was used to  determine the four  values: 
Ser ies  I V  x Ft5' 
(Ill) (mm) 
393 983. 02 
4 2 3  980. 11 
4 5 5  978.48 
4 8 8  977.70 
In addition, optical measurements  using the cadmium spa rk  gave: 
26 
Series  V F35.5 x A - (PPI (mm) 
480 977.84 
5 08 977.36 
536 977.18 
644 977.43 
and with sodium light used: 58 9 977.22. 
These  nine observations were  used to plot the color curve shown 
in F igure  10. 









Figure  10. Color Curve. Focal  Lengths of Zone r = 35 .  5 mm 
Here ,  too, the accuracy with which the individually observed points 
can be  represented  by a curve gives an indication of the reliability of 
the measurement .  
gives a fu r the r  check. 
the la t te r  curve,  there  is obtained F:35i5 = 979.43 mm, and f r o m  
F igure  10 fo r  X = 436  t he re  is obtained F23i5 = 979.39 mm. 
of the ent i re ly  different methods by which these t w o  values were  found, 
the agreement  is extremely satisfactdry.  
Comparison with the focal-length curve in F igure  8 
Lf the focal length fo r  r = 35. 5 mm is r ead  f rom 
In view 
27 
23. The four graphic representations in  F igures  8 ,  9 ,  and 10 
completely determine all the propert ies  of the axial image; therefore ,  
these three f igures ,  as the s implest  and mos t  readily understandable 
form,  a r e  considered to summar ize  the resu l t s  of an  exact objective 
study. 
A second related fo rm,  which consists of tabulation of the values 
f rom Figure  8 a s  a function of r and those of Figure 10 as a function 
of A ,  will mere ly  be mentioned. 
It was of g rea t e r  in te res t  to  calculate, on the bas i s  of the data 
given i n  F igures  8 and 10, the focal lengths for  a fair ly  la rge  number 
of zones and wavelengths by Equation (4 ) ,  because this gives a c l ea r  
idea of the three-dimensional configuration of all the focal points. 
I have summar ized  the resu l t s  of this calculation in Table VII,  with 
the f i r s t  f igures of the F values omitted in all cases .  
ing lines were  drawn at the places where F reached the values 977. 00  
and 978. 00. It is  immediately seen  f r o m  this table that near ly  all the 
optically significant light i s  joined within the 1 -mm distance f r o m  
976.62 to  977. 6 .  
in this distance focusing is done when white light is used with the full  
aper ture .  
977.2 *O. 15 mm, and this value is fully corroborated in  Table VI1 when 
i t  is recalled that the focus of the external  zones i s  decisive. It is 
easily seen that in this objective a reduction of zonal aber ra t ion  would 
contribute very l i t t le to improvement of the image if a t  the same  t ime 
the secondary spectrum were  not reduced. 
Heavier s epa ra t -  
It then became of interest  to  determine a t  what point 
A s e r i e s  of sett ings to  "sharp image" gave an average F of 
24. As has  a l ready been mentioned, in many c a s e s  with telescope 
objectives the investigation can be simplified if the spher ica l  difference 
of chromatic aberrat ion i s  neglected. 
determine the zonal aber ra t ion  fo r  the inflection point of the color  
Curves, and thus A = 550 in the case  at  hand, and to de te rmine  the 
color curve for a zone near  the objective edge, preferable  at an  inflec- 
tion point of the zonal aber ra t ion  curve,  and thus approximately at 
r = 3 4 m m .  
It is mos t  advisable,  then, to  
If it  is not des i red  to derive definitive numer ica l  values but mere ly  
to obtain a quick idea of the curve of zonal aber ra t ion ,  then the method 
can be employed in another form.  If the two inner  s l i t s  in the aper ture  
of Figure 7 a r e  extended to the edge of the objective (the two outermost  
can be omitted), then in the extrafocal position of the measuring plane 
these two sli ts  a r e  seen as s t ra ight  l ines only when the zonal aber ra t ion  
i s  zero. The curvature  of the l ines thus allows a conclusion on the type 
of zonal aberrat ion without measurement ,  mere ly  by looking into the 
28 


































however, a t  which the aberrat ions a r e  sufficiently large linearly. 
optician should find this shortcut method useful for  continuous check 
of his work. 
This method can be used only for  fa i r ly  long focal lengths, 
The 
Another method, proposed for  this purpose by Dr. Lehmann, con- 
s i s t s  of stereoscopic comparison of photographs taken before and 
behind the focus. 
l a rge  number of aper ture  openings on one diameter.  
The images must  be equal in  s ize  and requi re  a 
However, in par t icular  ca ses  the investigation must  be done m o r e  
thoroughly. If some values of the ast igmatic  differences indicated 
above by g show la rge  deviations, then it m a y  be concluded that the 
objective has  local nonuniformities exactly behind the ape r tu re  openings 
involved; then the measurement  must  be extended to  other points of the 
zone. Local defects of this type are most  readily seen  when the c i r -  
cu la r  aper ture  mentioned in Section 11 , which leaves open the ent i re  
zone between radius r and r 4- 8 ,  is used to  make  an  extrafocal  photo- 
graph. If as t igmatism i s  present ,  then this aper ture  ring images as 
an  ell ipse;  a n  image of this ell ipse can  then be used instead of the dia- 
g r a m  of Figure 9. 
If the objective is  investigated in the laboratory,  as was done he re ,  
the temperature  can  be held within close tolerances.  The as t ronomer ,  
who must  subject his objectives to great ly  varying tempera tures  in the 
study of it, mus t  r emember  that both the f o r m  of the aber ra t ion  curve,  
and especially the focal  length, a r e  functions of temperature .  He can  
determine the tempera ture  coefficients of A and F very closely through 
the extrafocal measurements .  F o r  the measurement  of zonal a b e r r a -  
tion, the days chosen should be ones in which the objective is not sub- 
jected to severe  tempera ture  variations,  because if different pa r t s  of 
the objective a r e  heated unequally the curve  of zonal aber ra t ion  will  be 
subs tantially changed. 
B. DETERMINATION OF FOCAL LENGTH 
25. According to the Gaussian theory,  the focal  length of a lens 
If AB is a r a y  incident para l le l  to the axis and E L  is 
sys tem is defined a s  the distance of its focal  point f r o m  the second 
principal point. 
the path of the re f rac ted  ray  (F igure  l l ) ,  then L is the focal point, and 
the principal point P is  obtained by dropping the perpendicular C P  to  
the axis f r o m  the intersect ion point c of the prolonged r ays  AB and EL. 
Accordingly, P L  = G is the foca l  length. If the height of incidence C P  
30 
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i s  designated by r and the angle which the re f rac ted  ray  makes  with the 
axis i s  designated by u, then the Gaussian definition of focal length i s :  
r 
tan u 
G = - .  
A method for determining G can  be based direct ly  on this defining 
equation i f  the corresponding values of r and u a r e  measu red ;  Fe/ryI3 
has  recent ly  descr ibed an instrument  for making these measurements .  
I shal l  mention only in passing that i f  the light source i s  at an  infinite 
dis tance,  the previously descr ibed extrafocal measu remen t s  would give 
the focal  length direct ly  f rom Equation ( l ) ,  provided the distance r of 
the ape r tu re  openings f rom the axis  i s  determined precisely.  
use  of the e a r l i e r  notation, t he re  i s  obtained: 
Through 
and consequently 
This  method i s  cer ta inly not t o  be recommended, however. 
I n  the Gauss-  Abbe theory,  which (beginning with a pointwise imaging 
by s t ra ight  rays)  gives in r igorous mathematical  fo rm the genera l  r e l a -  
t ionships between the object space and the image space,  Equation (10) 
is  general ly  valid. That is ,  all incident r ays  para l le l  to the axis con- 
verge  after re f rac t ion  in  such manner  that they in t e r sec t  a t  a single 
focal  point L; and, in  addition, the intersect ion points C a l l  lie in  the 
same  plane C P ,  the second principal plane of the system. 
the foca l  length G = PL i s  uniquely defined, also. 
In this  ca se ,  
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However, i n  actual dioptric sys tems the relationships a r e  ent i re ly  
different. 
fixed position, i t  can differ by severa l  mi l l imeters  for  the various rays .  
The second te rmina l  point of the r a y  P L ,  the base P of the perpendicu- 
lar CP, is a l so  afflicted with aberrat ions in the same  manner.  The 
simple plano-convex lens gives a very c lear  demonstration of this. 
Any axially paral le l  r a y  AB incident f r o m  the planar side of the lens 
(Figure 12) reaches the spherical  surface unrefracted.  
in this case the intersections C of the incident and the refracted r a y  
coincide on the spherical  lens surface.  The location of the base  P is 
therefore  a function of the height of incidence r ,  and if r = 0, then P 
in this case  reaches the lens apex P'. Depending upon the fo rm of the 
lens system, point P can depend in a different manner  upon the height 
of incidence; but f o r  infinitely smal l  values of r ,  P will  approach a 
limiting position P' ,  which is designated as the second principal point 
of the system. The distance of focal point L of the r a y s  near  the axis 
(the null r a y s ,  a s  they a r e  called) f r o m  this second principal point is 
then called the principal focal length of the system. 
It was shown above that since focal point L does not have a 
In consequence, 
F igure  12 
The focal length of incident ray AB, para l le l  but a t  a considerable 
distance f r o m  this axis (F igure  l l ) ,  is customari ly  understood in p r e s -  
ent optical pract ice  to be not the Gaussian length P L  but ra ther  the 
length CL; and C is a l so  called the principal point of the r a y  AB. 
avoid any confusion he re ,  I shal l  designate P as the axial, C as the 
l a t e ra l  principal point, and C L  = S as the l a t e ra l  focal  length. 
designation of the distance C L  a s  the focal  length of the l a t e ra l  ray  is 
based on the s imilar i ty  of the role played by this distance to that of the 
principal foca l  length fo r  the null r a y s .  
inated along the axis in the sys tem,  and  if this is a l s o  done f o r  points 
away f rom the axis, so  that the sys tem is aplanatic,  then the sine 
To 
The 
If spher ica l  aber ra t ion  is  e l im-  
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condition is necessar i ly  fulfilled, s o  that in telescope objectives the 
fur ther  condition C L  = constant for  all zones of the objective resul ts .  
In this case ,  the la te ra l  principal points C lie on a sphere descr ibed 
around the focal point L with a radius C L  which is identical with the 
principal focal length. 
26. F o r  the pract ical  observer ,  the last-mentioned concept of 
The observer  always connects focal length i s  of little pract ical  use. 
the t e r m  "focal length'' with another and completely fixed concept, 
namely, the rat io  of the l inear s ize  of the image of an infinitely distant 
object to  i ts  apparent size.  If p (Figure 11) is the apparent s i ze  of a n  
infinitely distant object (for example, the sun) and b = H L  is  the s ize  
of the image appearing in the focal  plane, then the focal  length K2L = F 
is defined by: 
b 
tan p 
F = - ,  
Gauss14 a l so  gives this definition and says  that it may be "in reality" 
the only suitable one. 
According to this definition, the focal length i s  the distance of the 
focal  point f rom the second nodal point K2 of the system. 
the same location for  all values of p, then F is constant f o r  all image 
s i zes ;  therefore ,  the sys tem is f r ee  of distortion (assuming that an  
extensive sha rp  image is produced i n  the focal plane). 
lens  (F igure  1 2 )  again is a n  example of this type of stable position of 
the second nodal point. In this lens,  it always coincides with the apex 
point PI for  any value of p,  while the location of the f i r s t  nodal point is 
a function of p. 
approaches a fixed limiting position as  p decreases ,  and this position 
coincides with the above-mentioned limit position of P (that is, with 
the second principal point of the system).  
the sys tem has  distortion, the rat io  b / tan  p = F in  Equation (12)  is not 
a constant but instead approaches a limiting value a s  p decreases ;  and 
the limiting value is seen to  be identical with the principal focal length: 
it is the distance of the focal point f rom the second principal point of 
the system. 
If Kz i s  at 
The plano-convex 
In general ,  the position of K z  var ies  with p. K2 
In this la t ter  case,  where 
The absolute value of the height of incidence r = C P  no longer 
en te r s  this las t  definition of focal length. 
length i s  understood for  any outer zone of the objective to  be mere ly  
the distance of i t s  focal  point f r o m  the above-defined second principal 
point of the sys tem and thus neither f rom the movable point P nor f rom 
In other words,  the focal 
3 3  
the la te ra l  principal point C. 
entiated f rom the combining distance (which, as is well  known, is ca l -  
culated f r o m  the apex of the lens)  only by a constant, which is  the 
distance of the lens apex f rom the principal point. On the other hand, 
the focal lengths of the various zones of the objective differ f r o m  each 
other merely by the amount of spherical  aberrat ion.  I have not p re -  
sented any new definition of focal length he re  but have sought mere ly  
to  express  as c lear ly  as possible the idea which is generally connected 
with the concept of focal length, because considerable uncertainty on 
this prevails in many qua r t e r s .  Thus, for  example,  it is seen  that the 
above-mentioned method of F i r y  does not give the focal length f r o m  
the equation G = r / t a n  u, but the quantity G = PL, which is in  general  
variable. 
focal length f r o m  the equation S = r / s i n  u. 
The focal length F thus defined is  differ-  
It would be  much m o r e  near ly  c o r r e c t  to calculate the l a t e ra l  
2 7 .  The determination of the importance of F seen in the previous 
The position of the focal points L of all individual r a y s  in  
section makes it possible to determine focal length in an entirely prec ise  
manner.  
reference to the readings A a t  the eyepiece adjustment were  determined 
by the ear l ie r  descr ibed extrafocal measurements .  
above, to obtain the focal lengths of 'all these rays  it is only necessa ry  
to  determine a single constant Ao, which equals the distance of the 
micrometer  plane f rom the second principal point at the sett ing A = 0. 
There  resul ts  in general: 
According to  the 
This completely separa tes  the t a sk  of determination of focal lengths 
f rom the study of sha rp  image location, and it reduces to the de te rmina-  
tion of the location of the second principal point o r  nodal point. 
U p  to the present ,  there  have been no exact experimental  investi-  
gations of the position of the nodal and principal points. 
investigations have tacitly a s sumed  that eve ry  sys t em has  two fixed 
(that is, aber ra t ion- f ree)  principal points the position of which is found 
in each case by the usual focal-length determinations.  I may  mention 
the discussion of Schell, "Determination of the Optical Constants of a 
Centered Spherical  System by P rec i s ion  Focometer ,  as an  example 
of a very thorough paper based on this viewpoint. The usual  methods 
of focal-length determination by s h a r p  focusing on the image at various 
object distances were  so  inexact that the small aber ra t ions  of the pr in-  
cipal points could scarce ly  be determined thereby. 
fur ther  below a new, exact method f o r  measu remen t  of the location of 
the principal points. 
All  previous 
I sha l l  descr ibe 
The aber ra t ion  of the second nodal point ( that  is, as a function 
of P)  can easi ly  be studied on the basis  of Equation (12); every measu re -  
ment of distortion a l so  i s  a determination of this aberrat ion.  
nomic objectives, the field of view of which is used only in the vicinity 
of the ax is ,  it  is generally unnoticeable. On the other  hand, it can  
attain significant amounts in  photographic lenses ,  and I shal l  discuss  
this la te r  in grea te r  detail. 
In a s t r o -  
28. I have proposed three  different methods for  determination of 
the constant A,-, for  the previously described telescope objective. The 
first  and the second of these a r e  based on determination of the second 
nodal point, and the third is based on observation of the location of the 
principal point. 
The nodal point is  determined by means of the observation method 
traditionally used in  astronomy; it consists of the above-mentioned 
measurement  of the image s ize  of a n  object of known angular extension. 
The method possesses  the advantage -hitherto generally unnoticed-of 
being completely independent of proper  focusing on the sharp  image, 
because it is possible,  as long as measuring accuracy does not suffer,  
to  choose focusing A a rb i t r a r i l y  and sti l l  obtain the same  A0 value. 
The r eason  for  this is that Equation (12), which can  generally be writ ten 
i n  the form:  
b 
tan P 
B = -  
o r  a l s o  as: 
O b  
D 
B = -  
9 
in  which the image distance B is the distance of the measuring plane 
f r o m  the  second nodal point, D i s  the l inear  s ize ,  and 0 the distance of 
the object f r o m  the first nodal point, is mere ly  the expression for  pe r -  
spect ive imaging of K2. Thus, it  has nothing to do with the lens '  ability 
t o  f o r m  a sha rp  image. The only disadvantage of this method is that 
with te lescope objectives b is always sma l l  compared with By so  that 
any e r r o r  encountered in the measurement  of b is greatly magnified 
in B. 
foca l  length in  this manner  more  closely than about one thousandth of 
its value. 
only in d i rec t  sky observation with large re f rac tors .  
As the following measurements  show, it is not easy  to  determine 
An accuracy of one par t  in 10, 000 in  focal length is achieved 
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Ser ies  1. A length D = 299.88 mm was found a t  a distance of 
87. 67 m f rom the telescope. 
A = 174. 51, four measurements  were  made with a filar mic romete r ,  
giving as a mean, b = 3.382 mm. In consequence of Equation (15): 
In the setting of the eyepiece adjustment,  
B = 988.72 mm 
A = 174. 51 mm 
A0 = 814.21 mm (four measurements ) .  
Since only short  distances can be measu red  with a filar m i c r o m -  
e t e r ,  the e r r o r  of b in B was magnified 300 t imes  here .  In the subse-  
quent photographic measurements ,  D was chosen considerably sma l l e r  
to permit  the measurement  of the distances D and b with the s a m e  
screw of the measuring microscope. 
Series 11. 
different distances could be measu red  between them; the mean of the 
s i x  distances gave D = 28. 154 m m .  The sheet was illuminated f r o m  
the r eve r se  side and se t  at a distance of 18. 67 m. Two photographs 
made  a t  A = 216. 0 and A = 218. 0 gave b = 1. 5534 and b = 1. 5553 mm. 
F r o m  Equation (15)  there  is  obtained: 
Four  sma l l  openings were  made in a small sheet.  Six 
B = 1030. 1 mm 1 0 3 1 . 4 m m  
A = 216 .Omm 2 1 8 . O m m  
A0 = 814. 1 mm 813.4 mm 
As a n  Average: A0 = 813.75 mm (12 measurements ) .  
Ser ies  III. One of the previous analogous measurement  s e r i e s  a t  
a somewhat different 0 value and th ree  different A values gave the 
values: 
A0 = 813.99 mm 
814.44 mm 
813.50 mm 
~ _____ ~ _ _ _ _  
As a n  Average: A0 = 813.98 mm (18 measurements ) .  
29. Because of the smal l  value of b, each of the e r r o r s  in  the 
measurement  of this distance in S e r i e s  I1 and I11 e n t e r s  A0 magnified 
700 times. If these short  lengths a r e  to be measu red  with cer t i tude to 
0.001 mm,  then A. would s t i l l  be uncertain to s e v e r a l  tenths of a milli- 
meter .  If b is  chosen considerably l a r g e r ,  then i t  becomes  difficult  to 
measure  D and 0 with sufficient sharpness .  A l l  these difficult ies a r e  
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completely eliminated by the following method, which I consider the 
m o s t  reliable for  the determination of the second nodal point. 
rately determinable length i s  placed in  the measuring plane of the tele- 
scope. 
exposed photographic plate which was then placed in the casset te  and 
illuminated f rom the r eve r se  side. The distance b between these l ines 
i s  accurately determined under the microscope. 
lar measuring instrument  i s  then placed before the objective of the 
horizontal telescope and the values of p a r e  measu red  directly. 
method of observing i s  thus s imi la r  to that used in  the famil iar  Gaussian 
method for  determination of the micrometer  interval  of a telescope 
focused a t  infinity. 
An accu- 
I have made  one of these by engraving two para l le l  l ines on an 
Some variety of angu- 
The 
In F igure  13, K1 and K2 a r e  again the nodal points, and HL = b is 
the distance in the measuring plane. If, to  facil i tate ma t t e r s ,  B is 
chosen sma l l e r  than F, then the objective c rea t e s  a vir tual  image of b 
on the s a m e  side; H ' L '  = D will  be assumed here .  The axis of the 
angular measuring instrument  will  be  assumed at W ,  distant KIW = E 
f r o m  the f i r s t  nodal point. The angle y = H ' W L '  i s  measured  instead 
of p. 
Figure 13 
If K1L' = 0 and K2L = B, and i f  L'W = Z is fur ther  assumed,  then 
F B  o =  
F - B  
FB t E(F - B) 
F - B  
Z = O t E = .  
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D 
z -  tan y = -  
Since 
there  is  immediately obtained 
b 
E tan y = 
B +F(F - B )  
If, as before,  A is the reading at the eyepiece adjustment c o r r e -  
sponding to image distance B and if the setting a t  infinity corresponding 
to  F is  called A m  a s  a differentiation, then 
F - B = A m  - A ,  
and the resu l t  is 
E + F ( A  - A m ) .  B = -  b 
tan y 
If this expression i s  compared with Equation (14) ,  it is seen  that 
because of the centering e r r o r  of the angular measuring instrument  
the correct ion t e r m  (A - A m )  E / F  occurs .  To keep this term as small 
as possible, the distance to be measu red  is brought to  the neighborhood 
of the focal point so  that A - A m  becomes small, o r  else the measur ing  
instrument must  be placed so that i t s  axis passes  as closely as possible 
to the f i r s t  nodal point K1. Spectrometers  a r e  thus par t icular ly  suitable 
f o r  these measurements .  
to A m ,  so that the factor A - A m  is partly positive and partly negative, 
then a smal l  imprecis ion in the determination of E is ent i re ly  ha rmless .  
If the measurements  are made  symmet r i ca l  
30 .  F o r  the angular measurements  in the method developed 
above, I have used a spec t rometer  the c i r c l e  of which allows 0. 1 s e c -  
onds to  be r ead  by means of two microscopes.  
complete calculation of t e s t  s e r i e s  IV, in which the axis of the spec-  
t rometer  passes  as accurately as possible through the f irst  nodal point. 
TO show that the resu l t  is independent of the sett ing A,  I var ied  the 
la t ter  by as much as 110 mm. In spite of this ,  the calculated values of 
A0 a r e  completely constant even without taking into account the c o r r e c -  
tion term.  
Table VIII gives the 
The distance 2 b was 27.482 mm.  
3 8  
Table V I I I  
b 
tan y 






















E - Am)  
(mm) 
- 13.63 
- 4.35  
- 0.45 
- 0.26 
- 0. 07 
t 0.11 
t 1.97 
t 8 . 6 5  
t 25. 37 
2Y 
1 " 42 '  16.4" 
1 "  37' 1.2" 
1 " 36' 55. 7" 
1 " 36' 47. 3" 
1"  36' 42. 8"  
1 " 36' 36. 6" 
1 O 36' 30. 5" 
1"  36' 24. 5" 
1"  36' 19. 5" 
1 "  36' 13. 1" 
1"  31' 24. 3" 


































Ser ies  IV,  Mean (11 Measurements) :  A0 = 813.79 
A s  a n  example of a t e s t  series made without all the precautions 
(E and  A - A m  very  la rge) ,  Se r i e s  V,  calculated in  Table IX, is given 
here. H e r e  again,  2 b  = 27.482 mm, and the axis of the spec t rometer  













2 Y  
1"  42 '  55. 6" 
1 " 38'  35.2" 
1 "  36' 50.2" 
1 "  36'  42.7" 
1" 36' 41.2" 
1"  36' 37.2" 
1 "  35' 48. 3" 
1 "  32' 59. 1'' 
1 " 26'  45. 7"  
b 






















Se r i e s  V,  Mean (Nine Measurements) :  A,-, = 814.17 
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The values given in the fourth column, 
b E -- A = A0 + 7 ( A  - A,) , 
tan y 
in  this ca se  show a strong t rend which corresponds closely to the t e r m  
(A - A,)E/F.  
initially unknown position of the f i r s t  nodal point, the value of the coef- 
ficient E / F  i s  found f rom the two extreme measurements .  
Since E cannot be measu red  accurately because of the 
This gives 
- -  E - -- 3 9 ' 0 0  - 0. 1857 . 
F 210.0 
From Section 2 3 ,  Am = 977 .2  - 813. 8 = 163.4,  and f rom this 
a r e  determined the correct ions given in the fifth column. 
column shows, this correct ion br ings the A. values into complete 
agreement  and gives the co r rec t  mean  value. 
As  the las t  
A sixth t e s t  s e r i e s ,  made  exactly as was Ser ies  I V ,  gave f r o m  
11 observations A. = 813. 58 mm. 
I shall  compare  the values found f r o m  the two methods fo r  nodal- 
point determination to derive the simple mean  fr.om them. 
Series  I A. = 814.21 mm (4)  
11 813.75 mm (12) 
111 813.98 mm (18) 
F i r s t  Method: A0 = 813. 98 mm 
Ser ies  I V  A0 = 813.79 mm (11)  
V 814.17 mm ( 9 )  
V I  813.58 mm (11) 
Second Method: A, = 813.85 mm 
31. As this summary  shows, the methods descr ibed h e r e  a r e  
sufficient to determine the value of A. to  1 mm (that  i s ,  one thousandth 
of the focal length), although 0. 1 mm ( tha t  i s ,  one ten-thousandth of 
the focal length) is scarce ly  possible even by careful  conduct of the 
observations,  a s  in Ser ies  I V .  Therefore ,  I sought a m o r e  accura te  
method and have found one in the following method of d i rec t  m e a s u r e -  
ment of the position of the principal points. 
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A microscope is used to make the measurements .  Its stage can 
be moved perpendicular to  the optical axis by a mic romete r  screw.  
A glass  scale  with equidistant graduations is placed on the stage,  and 
on this is placed the objective to  be studied, removed f r o m  the te le-  
scope. The r e a r  edge of its mount i s  in contact with the divided plane 
of the glass  plate. It i s  then moved on the la t te r  so that the scale  is 
under a diameter  of the objective and so that its graduations a r e  sym-  
me t r i ca l  pairwise about the objective center.  
The t rue  distance of two such symmetr ical  scale  m a r k s  is 
T T '  = 2 r '  (Figure 14). Because the lines of sight of the microscope 
AC and A ' C '  a r e  paral le l  to axis P L  when these two l ines a r e  set ,  they 
converge,  a f te r  their  passage through the objective, along directions 
T L  and T ' L  to  the focal point L of the pertinent zone of the objective. 
Therefore ,  according to  Section 25,  the prolongation of T L  in te rsec ts  
line AC a t  the la te ra l  principal point C (the same is t rue  for  C) ,  while 
P is the axial principal point, which becomes the second principal point 
of the sys tem for  null rays .  In accordance with the previous notation, 
the distance P C  = r ,  directly measured  by microscope in  the tes t  setur 
descr ibed,  is the radius of the zone utilized; and P L  = G is the focal 
length according to the Gaussian definition in Equation (1  0). If the dis - 
tance P N  (and thus the distance of the principal point f rom the r e a r  
plane of the objective mount )  is called H, similar triangles C P L  and 
T N L  give 
G 
r - r '  H =  
r 
Because ( r  - r ' ) / r  is always a very small fraction, the focal 
length F may  be directly used h e r e  for  G", and accordingly 
r - r '  
H =  F .  
r 
It is thus extremely s imple to  determine the position of the princi-  
pal  points by this  method. 
ing should be noted. 
small difference r - r '  en ters  H multiplied by the factor F / r  and is 
therefore  the principal source  of e r r o r  in these measurements .  
As to the accuracy  of the method, the follow- 
The e r r o r  occasioned in the measurement  of the 
It is 
4. -'.If a rigorous procedure is to  be followed, then the values of G 
can  b e  calculated f rom Equation ( 2 0 ) ,  with the t r u e  values of H obtained 




not difficult to  reduce the mean  e r r o r  in the measurement  of r - r '  to 
about 0. 001 m m ;  therefore ,  
F 
r mean e r r o r  of H = - 0. 001 mm. 
This expression is constructed ent i re ly  analogously to  the e r r o r  
equation (8) f o r  focal point determination, and it shows that the accu-  
racy  with which the principal point of a zone is determined by the method 
described above is a lmost  exactly the same as that for  determination of 




Table X gives the resu l t s  of the au thor ' s  measurements  by 
A photographic plate, on which a g r id  with 5 - m m  intervals  was 
photographed, was used as a sca le  he re .  Since the measu remen t  gives 
the values of 2 r and 2 r '  directly and s ince,  in  addition, the sc rew used 
had a 0.5-mm.pitchJ the values of r and  rl given in  the table a r e  der ived 
f r o m  the sc rew readings by division by 4. 
are derived f r o m  these by Equation (18). 
f r o m  Table VU fo r  A = 550 pp, the point of inflection of the color curve 
and the intensity maximum fo r  optical measurements .  If the chromatic  
aberrat ion of the nodal and principal points , which is important  f o r  
The values given under HI 
Foca l  length F was taken 
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V 
I A '  I " I  r I P  A J P  
Table X. ,Second Axial Principal  Points 



















































objectives to  be  used for three-color  photographs, is sought, then it 
i s  only necessary  to  repeat  the measurement  at the corresponding 
monochromatic illuminations. 
f o r  te lescope objectives. 
Measurement in white light is adequate 
The numbers given under HII in  Table X a r e  the resul t  of a second 
s e r i e s  of observations made  in the same manner  on another day af te r  
a complete readjustment of the t e s t  apparatus.  
agreement  of the two s e r i e s  indicates the high reliability of the method. 
The last column (under H )  contains the mean  of the two s e r i e s ,  which I 
have shown graphically as the first curve of F igure  15 to  indicate this 
"aberrat ion of the second principal point. I '  
The near ly  perfect 
F o r  r = 0, this curve A F  gives the position of the principal points 
of the sys t em as 
I n  prolonging the curve through r = 5 mm, it should be noted that 
it m u s t  have a point of inflection a t  r = 0 and cannot have a peak. 
To  der ive the value of Ao, that is, the focal length, f r o m  the posi-  
t ion of the second principal point found h e r e ,  it is only necessary  to  
m e a s u r e  the tube length of the telescope. 
a i d  of a s t ee l  b a r  rounded on the ends, held loosely on the axis of the 
tube by two diaphragms. The tube was turned vertically,  and the b a r  
then r e s t ed  with its own weight on a glass  plate fastened in the casset te .  
Movement of the eyepiece adjustment then caused the upper end of the 
b a r  t o  touch a ru le  placed above the upper end of the telescope (af ter  
the objective had been removed). 
This has  been done with the 
The length of the b a r  was then 
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accurately determined with two good m e t e r  st icks.  
the tube length f rom the r e a r  edge of the objective mount to the plate 
plane a t  setting A = 0 was found to  be 773.80 mm. 
Ho = 39. 93 m m  is added to  this,  there  is  obtained 
In this manner ,  
If the value 
A. = 813.73 mm. 
This resul t  should be accura te  to about 0. 1 m m ;  the principal 
source of i t s  uncertainty i s  in the extrapolation of H for  r = 0. 
r = O  5 10 15 20. 25 30 35 4 0 m m  




m m  
V = 5.0 
5.5 
6.0 
6.5 1 I 1 I I I I 1 
Figure  15 
Before this f igure (der ived f r o m  the position of the second pr inci-  
pal point) was joined to the e a r l i e r  values of Ao, which had been de te r -  
mined with the a id  of the property of the second nodal point, i t  was 
necessary  to  note that the two resu l t s  do not necessar i ly  a g r e e  with 
each other. The limiting positions of the principal and nodal point 
coincide, but the number derived f r o m  the image s i ze  in the manner  
described above will give the t rue  position of the second nodal point 
only if the image projected by the objective is f r e e  f r o m  coma, that  is, 
f r o m  asymmetr ica l  spherical  aber ra t ion  outside the principal axis. If 
the objective has  coma,  then the measurement  of image s i ze  will give 
a point of concentration of the image which need not coincide with the 
point a t  which the ray  through the second nodal point (and thus paral le l  
to the incident direction) s t r ikes  the measur ing  plane. 
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The objective in this case  i s ,  a s  is  seen f rom the close agreement  
of the values of A. found by the various methods and as could be proven 
m o r e  rigorously,  f r e e  f rom coma; therefore ,  the mean  is taken directly 
f rom the resul t  of the three  methods. 
F i r s t  method fo r  determination of nodal point: A. = 813. 98 mm 
Second method fo r  determination of nodal point: 813.85 mm 
Determination of principal point: 813. 73 mm 
Mean: A. = 813.85 mm 
This mean  value is the number al ready given in  Section 17. It is 
probably very  close to being accurate  within 0. 1 mm, meaning that the 
focal length of the objective has  been determined within one ten- 
thousandth par t  of i t s  value. 
3 3 .  
of which is frequently necessary  for  exact measurement  of the object 
distance 0, it is mere ly  necessary  to  repeat the measurement  descr ibed 
in the preceding section, with the objective r eve r sed  on the scale  plate. 
Table X I  shows the resu l t  of a single measurement.  In accordance with 
Equation (18), this gives the distance of the first principal point f r o m  
the plane of the forward edge of the objective mount, which has  been 
designated by V to  distinguish it f rom H. The values of V a re , shown 
in  the second curve  of Figure 15, f rom which there  is obtained again, 
by extrapolation to  r = 0, the position of the f i r s t  principal point of the 
objective: 
To find the position of the first principal point, a knowledge 
Vo = 4.99 mm. 
It is  s een  f r o m  Figure  15, in which the ordinates H and V a r e  plotted 
in opposing directions,  that the distance of the two principal points f rom 
one another is near ly  constant; both approach the rear side of the objec- 
tive together as r increases .  
The following dimensions will  be mentioned in passing: 
Distance of the f irst  lens apex from the front  
mounting edge: 2 .4  mm 
Distance of the last lens apex from the r e a r  
mounting edge: 
Distance of the front  mounting edge f r o m  the 
rear mounting edge: 50.1 mm 
32.8 mm 
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Distance of the first  principal point f r o m  the 
first lens  apex: 2.6 mm 
Distance of the second principal point 
f rom the first lens  apex: 
Distance of the second principal point 
f rom the last lens apex: 
7 . 8  mm 
7 .1  mm 
Thickness of the system: 14. 9 mm 
Distance between the principal points 
(Int e r s t itium ): 5.2 mm 
Table XI. First Axial Pr inc ipa l  Points 











































C. FULFILLMENT O F  THE SINE CONDITION 
34. Determination of the position of the axial principal points 
now makes it possible to  answer  the second quest ion of in t e re s t ,  whether 
the s ine  condition is fulfilled in  the objective under study. 
c a s e ,  then, as mentioned above, the lateral focal length S = LC 
(F igure  11) will  be a constant. 
is fulfilled, it is mere ly  necessa ry  to calculate the values of S f o r  the 
individual zones;  the numbers  f o r  th i s  can  be taken d i rec t ly  f r o m  
Table X. 
If th is  is the 










If these equations a r e  used for  calculation, the numbers  given under S 
in  Table XII a r e  obtained. 
s ince their  ex t remes  differ by 1. 52 mm. 









977. 11 - 0. 02 
977. 18 to. 05 
977.19 to. 06 
977. 10 - 0 . 0 3  
977.06 -0 .07  
977.08 - 0 . 0 5  
977.17 tO.04  
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Although i t  m a y  appear  h e r e  that the sine condition is not fulfilled, 
it can be easily seen  that the differences in  S a r e  caused mere ly  by 
zonal aberrat ion.  To show this,  the calculation has  been repeated 
under the assumption that F = constant = 977.20 mm. At constant F, 
Equation (18) gives somewhat different values of H; Ho = 39.80 mm. 
Of course ,  these values a r e  not yet extremely rigorous fo r  the 
aber ra t ion- f ree  objective, because the same cause of the zonal a b e r r a -  
tions i n  F-whether it i s  an  e r r o r  in  the manufacturing of the sur faces  
o r  a nonuniformity in the density of the glass-must  necessar i ly  give 
small zonal aber ra t ions  in the observed values of r. Of course ,  the 
substitution of F = constant largely eliminates the influence of zonal 
aberrat ion.  The values GI and SI in Table XII resul ted f r o m  this,  and 
it is seen  f r o m  the deviations f r o m  the mean value of S' = 977.13 mm, 
given in  the last column, that the la teral  focal lengths S' a r e  constant 
within the accuracy  of measurement.  
fulfilled in the objectives studied, and thus the aber ra t ion  is cor rec ted  
away f r o m  the axis. 
by retouching, the lateral focal lengths S will  come into strict agreement .  
The s ine condition is accordingly 
As soon as the zonal aberrat ions are  eliminated 
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The mean value of S, which is no longer harmfully affected by the 
above-mentioned extrapolation of Ho, would then necessar i ly  be con- 
s idered as the t rue  value of the focal length of the objective as a whole. 
It has  an accuracy which is close to 0. 01 mm, that is, one hundred- 
thousandth par t  of the focal length. 
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If it were  sought to use the objective under consideration in the 
reverse  position, then, a s  indicated by the paral le l  path of the curves 
fo r  H and V,  the sine law would no longer be fulfilled and a considerable 
impairment of the images of elongated objects would necessar i ly  be 
expe r ienc e d. 
3 5 .  Following the above description of the methods for  m e a s u r e -  
ment  of individual e r r o r s  of a telescope objective, a few words will  
now be devoted to  the requirements  which must  be made of such a n  
objective. 
If the sine requirement  i s  not fulfilled, then even if  the spher ica l  
aberrat ion were  completely cor rec ted ,  the individual zones of the 
objective would give images of different s i ze ;  therefore ,  poor definition 
of the images off the axis and a symmet r i c  elongation (coma)  would 
occur  for punctiform objects such a s  s t a r s .  
of the image s i te  is lost  thereby, it is necessary  to requi re  that the 
s ine condition be fulfilled fo r  all objectives which a re  to  be used f o r  
exact measurements  in the image plane. 
Since the sha rp  definition 
The harmful  effect of chromatic  aber ra t ion  depends to  a grea t  
extent upon the nature of the observed object and in pa r t  a l so  on the 
eye of the observer .  
r example, f r o m  the values of all FA given in  Table VU)  in a generally 
valid manner a mean  value Fo, which would cor respond to the setting 
f o r  white light with the full ape r tu re  used. 
in Section 23,  it  i s  possible to determine an  approximate value of Fo 
by direct  observation, but even when this value is known, it is s t i l l  
not possible to  calculate satisfactorily the s i ze  and intensity of the 
image disks appearing in the image plane and corresponding t o  Fo. 
The rules of geometric optics fail in this  case. 
to  synthesize the effect  of the ent i re  objective f r o m  the effect of i t s  
individual zones, and only theoret ical  re f rac t ion  studies" l6 can  lead to 
the goal here .  Since these investigations lead to  such laborious calcu-  
lations as to  prevent the i r  genera l  application, it is necessa ry  to  pro-  
pose a more  convenient even though l e s s  r igorous way. 
theoretical  refract ive requirement  that the light wave af te r  i ts  passage 
through the objective have the shape of a sphe r i ca l  wave is identical 
with the geometric requirement  that all r ays  in te rsec t  a t  one point, 
It is, therefore ,  not possible to derive (for 
Of course ,  as was discussed 
Here  it is important 
Since the 
the s ize  of the purely geometrically calculated image disks can doubt- 
less  s e r v e  as a measu re  of the degree to which the above requirement  
of refraction theory is fulfilled. 
cally have nothing to  do with the actual diameter  of the image disks in  
the setting plane; however, in  fact  the case can frequently occur i n  
which the smal les t  o r  sharpes t  and brightest  interference image does 
not even lie in the setting plane which geometrically corresponds to the 
s ma lle s t disk. 
The values thus determined geometr i -  
Mat te rs  a r e  entirely different as f a r  as the effects of chromatic  
aber ra t ion  a r e  involved. Since rays  of different wavelengths a r e  not 
able to in te r fe re ,  the intensities of all the individual wavelengths mere ly  
add to f o r m  corresponding diffraction images,  and the diameter  of the 
total  image in any setting plane is determined by the grea tes t  mono- 
chromatic  diffraction image in this plane. If the objective for  the par t  
of the spec t rum involved is not sufficiently achromatic ,  then the 
smal les t  diffraction disk corresponding to  any single color can no 
longer be observed, because a t  the plane in  question there  a r e  always 
l a rge r  disks of other colors .  This shows how important it is to  make  
the color correct ions as completely as  possible, entirely as ide  f rom 
the possible amounts of zonal aberrat ion,  o r ,  if the object is sufficiently 
bright,  t o  cut out the disturbing par ts  of the spec t rum by using a r a y  
f i l t e r  chosen on the basis  of the color curves.  
36. To obtain a simple and reliable measu re  of the quality of the 
objective as the geometrically calculated s i ze  of monochromatic diffu- 
sion c i r c l e s ,  calculation is made in the following manner.  
to  do the calculation for  that wavelength which corresponds to the point 
of inflection of the color curve.  The zonal aber ra t ion  is known for  this 
wavelength f r o m  Section 24;  fo r  the objectives under consideration, 
they a re  the f igures  of Table VII in the column h = 560 /+. 
It is bes t  
The value For which corresponds to  the smal les t  geometric c i rc le ,  
F o r  this purpose, the maxima and minima c loses t  is f irst  determined. 
to  the edge a r e  r ead  off the curve of zonal aberration. 
these  a r e :  
In this  case ,  
r l  = 3 4  F1 = 977.28 
r 2  = 18 F 2  = 976.62. 
The smal les t  image diameter appears  when the c i rc les  produced 
by these  two zones a r e  of equal size. This gives the requirement  
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f rom which there  i s  obtained 
(To  facil i tate calculation, a constant -about 976 -can be subtracted 
f r o m  a l l  F values. ) F r o m  the above f igures ,  Fo is  found to be 977. 05. 
In  the plane corresponding to the value Fo, there  i s  then obtained 
the diameter d of the diffusion c i rc les  of all zones f r o m  
F - Fo d = 2 r  
F O  
, 
and the maximum of the d value thus calculated will  correspond to  the 
above extremes F1 and Fz. If the la t te r  is not the case ,  but instead a 
l a rge r  d resu l t s  for  some zone r3, then Fo must  be recalculated with 
1-3 and r l  o r  with r3 and r2. This case  occurs  in the example h e r e ;  
instead of the above r2, the calculation must  be repeated with 
r3 = 2 0 ,  F3 = 976 .64 ,  
and the definitive value Fo = 977. 04 i s  obtained. This value then gives 
the smallest  c i rc le .  
The diameter  of this smal les t  c i rc le ,  and thus the maximum value 
of d, might be considered a measu re  of the quality of the objective. 
However, i t  is m o r e  c o r r e c t  to use as this m e a s u r e  a mean value of 
the d values of a l l  zones, because it is indeed possible that the above 
maximum value is based upon only a ve ry  nar row and weakly illuminated 
zone, which contains only a s m a l l  f ract ion of the total  light. The mean  
value mentioned is expressed,  in  t e r m s  of the light amount falling on 
the individual zones, in  the f o r m  C r d / C  r. The mean  value thus found 
f o r  the circle  is fur ther  expressed  in f ract ions of the focal length, to 
permi t  direct  comparison of objectives of different dimensions with one 
another,  and it is multiplied by 100, 000 to  obtain reasonable s izes  of 
numbers.  
objective) is called T, there  is finally obtained 
If this number thus calculated (and charac te r i s t ic  of any 
100 ,000  Z r d  - 2 0 0 , 0 0 0  Z r z ( F  - Fo) - -  T =  
FO Z r  F02 Z r  * 
in which only the absolute amounts,  without r e g a r d  to  sign, a r e  to be 
substituted f o r  the quantity F - F o .  The quantity T is the mean  diam- 
e t e r  of the geometric diffusion c i r c l e  expres sed  in pa r t s  of F o /  100,000 
50 
and 2. 0626 seconds 
seconds. 
the objective f i r s t  introduced by Lehmann”. Later’* he multiplied this 
expression by the aper ture  ra t io  to  permit comparison of objectives of 
different types. This is scarcely an  improvement, however, because 
by this the above-mentioned simple significance of T is lost  and the 
comparison of different types must ,  of course,  be done in accordance 
with other viewpoints. 
T of the apparent diameter of this c i rc le  in  a r c  
The quantity T is identical with the “technical constant” of 
Calculation f r o m  Equation (22) gives for  the objective studied 
T = 1. 0 2 3 .  
The mean  diameter  of the geometric diffusion c i r c l e  i s  thus 
1. 023 Fo lo - ’  = 0. 010 mm o r  2.11 seconds. 
According to  my  experience, objectives f o r  which T exceeds the 
value 1.5 can be considered only “moderately good. I ’  F o r  good objec- 
tives T is between 1. 5 and 0. 5, and for extremely good objectives T is 
l e s s  than 0. 5. F o r  the ideal objective, f r e e  of zonal aberrat ion,  T 
would be 0. It would be very  desirable if  general  and prec ise  objective 
studies,  especially at the observator ies ,  were  to be conducted accord-  
ing to the methods given h e r e  and the aber ra t ion  curves  and values of 
T found were  to  be  published, because it is only on the bas i s  of extensive 
observation ma te r i a l  that a completely adequate classification of objec- 
tives can be  developed. 
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